What is the RM Advantage?
The RM Timing System was born out of the needs of a race timer and has been used to time some of the largest races
in the US with over 20,000 participants. Many timing systems say they can time any race but if you dig a little deeper
you will see that most options will require the use of a third party software package. Other companies will require you to
use their chips, their online registration, their results engine, and in some cases not even allow you to sell your own
equipment. This is not the case with RM Timing Systems. Every aspect of the timing system, the integrated software,
and all additional features come from being used in the field by timers. Additionally, being able to use ramps, mats, or
overhead antennas to better suit the needs of your race allows RM Timing Systems to truly time any race, anywhere.
Let us put our experience to work for you. See below for a list of how RM Timing Systems finishes ahead of the
competition.
RM Timing
Systems

Feature
Integrated software will allow you to watch the race as it is
happening.
Free integrated race kiosk.
Multiple free integrated announcer screens.
Used in races over 20,000.
Able to use Ramps.
Able to use Mats.
Able to use Overhead Antennas.
Split Point option for under $4,000.
Free Results Integration without requiring the use of
registrations services
Fully Branded App for Timers, Race Directors, and Events
Un-Encrypted backup Files, Log files, and Reports
Pre-Programmed Chips as low as $0.32 per Chip
Integrated Wi-Fi Bridge option available
2 Built-in Power over Ethernet Ports (POE)
Integrated 103 DB Horn
Free Integrated Performance tool
Online Services available in Spanish
Merging of Lap Databases
Simplified lap scoring and results.
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